Myofibroblasts orchestrate wound healing processes, and if they remain activated, they drive disease progression such as fibrosis and cancer. Besides growth factor signaling, the local extracellular matrix (ECM) and its mechanical properties are central regulators of these processes. It remains unknown whether transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b) and tensile forces work synergistically in up-regulating the transition of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts and whether myofibroblasts undergo apoptosis or become deactivated by other means once tissue homeostasis is reached. We used three-dimensional microtissues grown in vitro from fibroblasts in macroscopically engineered clefts for several weeks and found that fibroblasts transitioned into myofibroblasts at the highly tensed growth front as the microtissue progressively closed the cleft, in analogy to closing a wound site. Proliferation was up-regulated at the growth front, and new highly stretched fibronectin fibers were deposited, as revealed by fibronectin fluorescence resonance energy transfer probes. As the tissue was growing, the ECM underneath matured into a collagen-rich tissue containing mostly fibroblasts instead of myofibroblasts, and the fibronectin fibers were under reduced tension. This correlated with a progressive rounding of cells from the growth front inward, with decreased a-smooth muscle actin expression, YAP nuclear translocation, and cell proliferation. Together, this suggests that the myofibroblast phenotype is stabilized at the growth front by tensile forces, even in the absence of endogenously supplemented TGF-b, and reverts into a quiescent fibroblast phenotype already 10 mm behind the growth front, thus giving rise to a myofibroblast-tofibroblast transition. This is the hallmark of reaching prohealing homeostasis.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout our lifetime, most of our tissues remodel and regrow to adapt to changing requirements and to regenerate from damage or disease. In wound repair, myofibroblasts are responsible for wound closure. Their transition from tissue-resident fibroblasts or other mesenchymal precursors (1) is promoted by soluble factors such as transforming growth factor-b1 (TGF-b1) and by mechanical cues (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . The fibroblast-to-myofibroblast transition is described as a multifactorial process that involves enhanced force generation with enlarged focal adhesions and incorporation of a-smooth muscle actin (a-SMA) into stress fibers (7, 8) . Furthermore, increased contraction of extracellular matrix (ECM) fibers can uncage TGF-b from its latent complex and release it into the medium (9) . However, little is known, at the organ level, about the fate of myofibroblasts after successful wound closure-whether they undergo apoptosis, become senescent, or revert to a fibroblast phenotype. Although washing away or blocking the action of TGF-b1 in myofibroblast two-dimensional (2D) cell cultures is sufficient to revert the phenotype in vitro, until recently, the reversibility of the myofibroblast phenotype has not been demonstrated in animals [for review, see Van De Water et al. (6) ], with one exception in a rat liver fibrosis model (10) . Pathological and persistent myofibroblast activation can lead to hypertrophic scars or tissue fibrosis, ultimately resulting in a loss of organ function (3, 6, 8, (11) (12) (13) . Successful treatment of these pathologies, as well as proper healing and remodeling after injury or implantation, requires that tissue homeostasis be reestablished. This major clinical challenge can only be addressed by a better understanding of how biochemical and physical cues instruct fibroblasts to proliferate and become myofibroblasts, contract the wound site, and deposit new ECM. Moreover, the repaired tissue must return to a quiescent, homeostatic state to prevent fibrotic states.
In a wound site, many factors interplay, such as cell-generated forces to contract a wound, the rigidity and composition of the ECM of the injured tissue that is interwoven with the fibrin gel from the blood clot, and soluble factors released by blood cells entrapped in the blood clot and by invading cells, including fibroblasts and macrophages. Disentangling this mechanically driven growth factor-cell-matrix reciprocity to understand how forces and ECM properties drive myofibroblast differentiation and vice versa is difficult in a real wound model because too many factors contribute, and in 2D cell culture models due to their inherent limitations. The native ECM deposited by cells on flat culture substrates is limited to a thickness of 20 to 30 mm and remains randomly organized under static conditions (14) , whereas 3D fibrous scaffolds, such as collagen gels or matrigels, have a much higher fiber density than native tissue and lack much of the biochemical complexity and remodeling dynamics of native tissue ECM. Although most drugs are still screened and tested in 2D cell culture, it is well established that the drug dose response (15) and radioresponse (16) depend on the 3D microenvironment that the cells experience. Moreover, the long-term effects of tissue maturation on myofibroblast differentiation (17) are poorly understood, because existing in vitro approaches are often limited to a few hours or days.
Here, we studied the progressively changing relationship between cellular forces, tissue maturation, and myofibroblast differentiation over several weeks in an in vitro 3D microtissue model (18) that addresses several of these limitations. In this assay, de novo tissue was grown from fibroblasts, and the cells assembled their own ECM as they were gradually closing millimeter-sized concave scaffold clefts. New tissue emerged at the growth front (19) , whereas increasing tissue depth corresponds to increasing tissue maturity as transient cellular forces are gradually converted into a permanent tissue prestress (19) . To address the challenge outlined above, we advanced the previous assay (19) and grew normal human dermal fibroblast (NHDF) microtissues in the corners of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) scaffolds with rectangular holes. We developed automated image analysis tools to quantify fibronectin (FN) fiber stretch, proliferation, and myofibroblast differentiation as a function of tissue age. With this approach, we aim to improve our understanding of how tissue maturation and tension-guided cell matrix reciprocity orchestrate the fibroblast-to-myofibroblast transition and myofibroblast activation, as well as the transition back to a homeostatic, quiescent state. Our ultimate aim is to apply the insights derived from these control principles to develop novel approaches to promote healing and remodeling in the context of regenerative therapies.
RESULTS
Primary human dermal fibroblasts grow de novo microtissues progressively closing engineered clefts Microfabricated PDMS scaffolds with macroscopic square-shaped clefts were attached to the bottom of passivated cell culture wells using spacers (Fig. 1A and fig. S5 ). After seeding, fibroblasts adhered to the FN-crosslinked scaffold surfaces, but not to the well bottom, and started to proliferate until a dense monolayer had formed on all sides, including on the vertical cleft walls. After typically 3 to 4 days, the corners of the rectangular clefts started to fill with a thick 3D tissue (Fig. 1B) . During the subsequent 2 to 3 weeks of culture, the tissues grew larger until they merged, and only a round opening remained in the center of the squareshaped scaffold clefts. This is in agreement with earlier tissue growth studies performed in macroscopic scaffolds with mouse preosteoblasts (18) and human mesenchymal stromal cells (20) . To characterize the architecture of the de novo formed microtissues, we fixed the tissues after 3 weeks in culture and stained them for actin, collagen-I (Col-I), and nuclei. We found that both FN and Col-I were present throughout the tissue, consistent with previous observations in osteoblasts (Fig. 1E) . Actin, FN, and Col-I were all highly polarized and aligned at the tissue-medium interface but appeared less organized in the bulk of the more mature tissue.
Cytoskeletal tension up-regulates the volumetric growth rate of the tissue To investigate the role of cellular traction forces in the de novo tissue growth, we down-or up-regulated the cytoskeletal contractility through the supplementation of the medium by blebbistatin (10 mM) or TGFb1 (1 ng/ml), respectively (Fig. 1I) . Under control conditions, tissue radius (see Materials and Methods) was 344 ± 13 mm, whereas under conditions of increased and reduced cytoskeletal tension, tissue radius increased to 428 ± 16 mm and decreased to 298 ± 9 mm, respectively ( Fig. 1, F to I, and movie S1). This shows that the volume of the tissue formed by NHDFs in rectangular scaffold pores as measured by the radius depends on cytoskeletal tension.
The tissue-medium interface is high in proliferating cells and defines the growth front To ask whether tissue volume increases mainly by cell proliferation in the growth front, or within the entire tissue, we supplemented the medium at day 18 with EdU (5-ethynyl-2′-deoxyuridine), which incorporates only into newly synthesized DNA (Fig. 2) . Although EdU-positive nuclei appear throughout the tissue, the density of EdU-positive cells is highest in the growth front (Fig. 2, A to C, fig. S2 , and movie S2). This could result either from a higher proliferation rate or from a higher overall cell density in the growth front. Therefore, we performed a quantitative analysis of proliferation by determining the ratio of EdU-positive to the total number of cells as a function of tissue depth and hence tissue age. Our results show that relative EdU intensity, and hence cell proliferation, decreased with tissue depth (Fig. 2E) . EdU incorporation was always higher at the growth front compared to the interior, with no significant differences between conditions, that is, control or treatment with blebbistatin or TGF-b1 (Fig. 2F) . The higher EdU incorporation at the growth front correlated with a flatter and more polarized appearance of the cell nuclei compared to a more isotropic nuclear shape in the tissue interior, which is known to mediate the cellular response to physical cues (21, 22) . Although there was no significant difference in proliferation between conditions of different cell contractility, cell density was significantly increased in TGF-b1-treated samples (Fig. 2 , G and H), suggesting that the overall proliferation during the entire growth period was higher.
Newly deposited FN fibers are more stretched at the growth front compared to FN fibers in the tissue interior Because FN fiber tension was shown in 2D cell culture to be up-regulated with cytoskeletal tension (23, 24) , we added fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-labeled FN (5 mg/ml) together with a ninefold excess of unlabeled FN to the medium of growing tissues to prevent intermolecular FRET, and allowed cells to incorporate the FN-FRET probe into their ECM for the last 24 hours of growth. Thus, we only visualize the FN fibers that got assembled in the last 24 hours (14) . To be sensitive to a large range of conformational changes, we labeled dimeric human plasma FN with acceptors on the native cysteins in modules FNIII 7 and FNIII 15 , respectively, and randomly with donors as previously described (23) (24) (25) . The batch exploited here had a donor-to-acceptor ratio of 2.5. After this incubation period, tissues were fixed, and 3D image stacks of the FN matrix in the tissues were recorded by exciting the donor fluorophores and recording the emission from the donor and the acceptor fluorophores separately (Fig. 3A) . As the efficiency of FRET decreases with increasing distance between donors and acceptors, a low intensity ratio between acceptor and donor means that FN fibers are on average more stretched compared to a high intensity ratio (26) . We found that the FRET intensity ratio between acceptors and donors declined as FN fibers got progressively more stretched (Fig. 3, B to E, and movie S3) in response to increased cytoskeletal tension, in agreement with previous observations (23, 24, 26) .
To quantify differences in FN fiber tension between the tissue growth front and interior, and hence as a function of tissue age, we calculated the 3D Euclidean distance map of the tissue volume from the growth front. As a result, each voxel in the tissue gets assigned its Euclidean distance to the tissue surface. We found that FN-FRET gradually increased with the distance from the growth front, suggesting a decrease of FN fiber stretch with tissue age (Fig. 3, F to H). Because this method only detects FN fibers assembled during the last 24 hours of exposure to FN-FRET, the results show that cells in the growth front assemble a more stretched FN fiber network compared to cells in the more mature interior (Fig. 3G) . Regions of high FN fiber stretch coincide with regions where F-actin, FN, and Col-I ECM appear highly aligned with the growth front, as described above.
Cytoskeletal tension regulates FN fiber tension in the ECM at the growth front We next determined whether the molecular stretch in the newly deposited FN fibrils in the growth front is sensitive to cytoskeletal tension and how this might correlate with the tissue growth rate. When blebbistatin was present at low concentrations (10 mM) during the entire growth period to allow for cell proliferation while reducing cytoskeletal tension, the FN fibrils at the growth front were on average less extended compared to control conditions (Fig. 3F) . In contrast and when cytoskeletal tension was increased by supplementing the medium with TGF-b at a concentration of 1 ng/ml during the entire growth period, FN fibrils were more stretched compared to the control. In all cases, FN was significantly more extended close to the growth front compared to the tissue interior.
a-SMA is expressed mostly at the growth front, even without TGF-b supplementation Because a-SMA expression is characteristic for the more contractile myofibroblasts, but not fibroblasts, the microtissues were grown without TGF-b supplementation and stained for a-SMA (red) after fixation and counterstained for actin with phalloidin (green). Significantly, the growth front is enriched in a-SMA, whereas only a small number of a-SMA-positive cells were found to reside in the tissue interior (Fig. 4 , A to C, fig. S4 , and movie S4). Quantification of the normalized a-SMA signal density as a function of the distance to the growth front reveals a steep decline of a-SMA-expressing cells over the very first 10 mm behind the growth front.
TGF-b1 or blebbistatin supplementations tune a-SMA expression levels but do not affect the overall phenomenon Because the expression of a-SMA was associated with TGF-b-induced myofibroblast differentiation (8), we next determined whether the observation that a-SMA is mostly expressed within the first 10 mm of the growth front depends on TGF-b stimulation by adding exogenous TGF-b1 or blebbistatin to increase and inhibit cytoskeletal tension and the associated pathways, respectively. The expression of a-SMA at the growth front was significantly increased under the presence of TGFb1 (1 ng/ml), whereas the presence of 10 mM blebbistatin had a slight but not statistically significant decreasing effect on a-SMA expression (Fig. 4 , D to F). In all cases, the level of a-SMA was still significantly higher at the growth front compared to the tissue interior. The fact that the presence of supplemented TGF-b1 cannot convert the resident fibroblasts in the tissue interior into a myofibroblast phenotype suggests that the stimulation of these microtissues by exogenous TGF-b1 cannot override the stimulation imposed by the reduced tensile forces compared to the growth front, as well as by the ECM microenvironment.
YAP nuclear localization is highest at the growth front Because the nuclear translocation of YAP is up-regulated in response to mechanical signals and promotes cell proliferation (27, 28) , we next investigated the translocation of the transcription factor YAP/TAZ from cytoplasm to nucleus as a function of the cell distance to the growth front. For the 3D distance analysis from the growth front, we used 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-stained nuclei as masks to distinguish the nuclear and cytoplasmic signals (Fig. 4 , G to I, and movie S5). We found that the percentage of nuclear YAP signal intensity decreased from nearly 55% at the growth front down to about 35% within the tissue interior, indicating a significantly larger degree of nuclear localization and therefore activity of YAP at the growth front (Fig. 4 , J to L). Upon TGFb1 supplementation (1 ng/ml), the YAP nuclear localization again declined rapidly within the first 10 mm, and was actually lower in the tissue interior compared to the control and the blebbistatin-treated tissues (10 mM) (Fig. 4 , J to L).
DISCUSSION
Although fibroblasts in 2D cell culture can be stimulated with TGF-b1 to transition into myofibroblasts and revert back to the fibroblast phenotype when TGF-b1 is washed away or by blocking the action of TGFb1, the reversibility of the myofibroblast phenotype has not been demonstrated in animals until recently [for review, see Van De Water et al.
], with one exception in a rat liver fibrosis model (10) . Even without TGF-b1 supplementation, we found a high density of myofibroblasts in the highly tensed growth front of microtissues that were grown in engineered clefts, whereas the tissue interior that filled the corners contained mostly quiescent fibroblasts (Figs. 3 and 4) . Furthermore, cell proliferation (Fig. 2) , expression of contractile a-SMA fibers (Fig. 4 , A to F), and nuclear localization of YAP (Fig. 4 , G to L) were all significantly up-regulated along the growth front compared to the interior. FN-FRET probes revealed that the newly deposited FN fibers were significantly more stretched along the growth front compared to the tissue interior that gradually filled up the corners and were aligned parallel to the actin cable (Fig. 3) . In Fig. 5 , these differences in cell phenotype and matrix stretch that define "tissue maturation" are graphically summarized. Supplementation of TGF-b1 to the medium only enhanced the phenomena seen without TGF-b supplementation but did not change it fundamentally: TGF-b1 supplementation increased the tissue growth rate (Fig. 1) , promoted higher stretch of FN fibrils in the growth front and in the interior (Fig. 3) , increased a-SMA expression along the growth front and its thickness (Fig. 4) , and reduced nuclear localization of YAP in the tissue interior (Fig. 4) . In contrast, inhibition of myosin-II with blebbistatin resulted in lower tissue volume ( Fig. 1 ) and lower FN fiber extension in ECM ( Fig. 3 ) and had little effect on YAP nuclear translocation compared to the control (Fig. 4) . These findings, as summarized in Fig. 5 , suggest the following succession of events during tissue growth: First and directly after seeding, fibroblasts migrate and proliferate homogeneously on the scaffold surface until they colonize the entire surface. Within the first 3 days after seeding, a dense and contractile cell monolayer forms on all surfaces of the scaffold with a highly stretched FN-rich ECM that initially does not grow thicker than 20 to 30 mm, as observed on other planar culture substrates before (14) . As time progresses (typically after 4 to 5 days), the contractile forces acting on the scaffold walls at an angle result in a liftoff, as observed previously (18, 19, 29) , resulting in a bridging of the opposing scaffold walls by a highly contractile cell sheet while gradually filling in the scaffold corners. Tensile force acting on the cells is highest in the growth front, and we propose here that they drive the transition of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts, and thus the fibroblast-tomyofibroblast transition, even in the absence of TGF-b supplementation. Enhancing cell contractility up-regulates the tissue growth rate, as shown here by supplementing the medium with TGF-b1 (Fig. 1) , and the same effect can be induced by decreasing the cleft angle (18) . This interpretation is in agreement with in vivo data because cytoskeletal tension was reported to up-regulate myosin dynamics during Drosophila embryonic wound repair (4), whereby myosin activity is regulated by RhoA/Rock. Also in agreement with the data, we found previously that FN fiber tension in early ECM is up-regulated in a RhoA-dependent manner (25) .
Second, the myofibroblasts at the growth front continue to assemble a highly stretched FN matrix that, as the tissue growth front advances, matures underneath and gets interlaced with Col-I fibers (19) . The growth front seems to bear the major load acting on the opposing scaffold walls because the cells in the maturing tissue have a more rounded cell shape. The FN matrix deposited and remodeled by these cells in the tissue interior was less stretched, and cells adopted a quiescent, less proliferative phenotype with low a-SMA expression and cytosolic localization of YAP. The presence of thicker and partially radially oriented collagen fibers in the interior furthermore indicates maturation of the tissue with increasing age (19) . Because collagen rather than FN is the major force-bearing component of mature ECM (30) , these more rigid collagen cables likely shield the FN fibers from cell-generated tension as the FN and collagen meshworks are interwoven, or because the cells preferentially engage with the collagen integrin receptors. This, together with the more rounded and thus less contractile fibroblasts ( Fig. 1) , can account for the reduced FN fiber tension seen in the maturing tissue interior. Previous studies in collagen-based contractile 3D microtissues have shown a direct connection between tissue tension and geometry as defined by the anchor points, evident by cell and collagen fiber alignment (31), but not FN fiber stretch (32) , likely due to the presence of thick collagen bundles. Microsurgically induced wounds in these tissues healed within 24 hours, with highly motile cells contracting the tissue and pulling new FN fibers to close the gap (33) . Also, this agrees well with our observation of increased mobility and FN fiber assembly at the growth front compared to the interior (movie S6). We performed laser cutting experiments in a previous study (19) , inspired by the developmental biology literature (34) . Cutting the actin cable-like growth front caused an instantaneous nick, which "healed" within 24 hours. Reducing the active cellular tension by adding blebbistatin before the experiment resulted in a smaller nick angle, indicating the presence of both actively generated and permanently stored mechanical tension at the tissue edge.
Our data show that the activation of fibroblasts into contractile, proliferative myofibroblasts is transient and that myofibroblasts can undergo a myofibroblast-to-fibroblast transition in the presence of TGF-b (Fig. 4) . Even without addition of exogenous TGF-b, we observed expression of a-SMA in the growth region (Fig. 4) , but not in the interior at later time points. Because all cells were exposed to the same growth medium, it is the cell-generated tissue microenvironment as modulated by cell-generated traction forces that drives the fibroblastmyofibroblast-fibroblast transition. Future research has to reveal whether this transition is driven by tension gradients alone or whether other factors contribute as well. These factors could include switching the exposure of binding sites of integrin, growth factor, or cytokines on FN fibers by releasing fiber tension or an up-regulated presence of collagen fibers and of other ECM components.
Our results suggest that the cells, starting from a homogeneous population of fibroblasts, transition into contractile, proliferative, ECMsynthesizing myofibroblasts in the growth front and revert back into quiescent fibroblasts at later time points in the more mature tissue interior. This is remarkable, because the fate of myofibroblasts after a successful wound closure is still debated (3, 6, 10) . Although washing away or blocking the action of TGF-b1 in myofibroblast cultures was sufficient to revert the phenotype in vitro (6), it was only recently shown that not all myofibroblasts undergo apoptosis in vivo but that some revert back to an inactive fibroblast phenotype in liver fibrosis (10, 35) . We cannot completely rule out myofibroblast apoptosis in our microtissues as an alternative explanation, yet the absence of apoptotic cells on the growth front and the low proliferation rate in the tissue interior speak against this interpretation. If the fibroblast-to-myofibroblast transition would be irreversible, then there should be a higher number of myofibroblast-like compared to fibroblast-like cells, because proliferation is much higher at the growth front. This gradient in cell phenotype and ECM already emerges at earlier time points (fig. S6 ). The only other explanation is migration of nondifferentiated cells from outside the tissue into the interior. However, time lapse recording of the tissue dynamics (movie S6) shows a very dynamic growth surface but a rather static interior. This indicates enhanced FN fiber assembly at the growth front but contradicts the presence of enhanced cell migration in the interior. Moreover, the same FN matrix assembled by the cells in the growth front is found a few days later in the tissue interior (19) . Therefore, a transient phenotypic change is the only model that is consistent with our data.
Developing a mechanistic understanding of whether myofibroblasts undergo apoptosis or revert back to a fibroblast phenotype has major implications on how to treat progressive fibrotic diseases where learning how to revert the tissue back to homeostasis is urgently needed (3, 6, 10, 35) . Upon tissue damage, myofibroblasts are responsible for wound repair and closure, and excessive fibroproliferation is a common complication after injury (36) . Aberrations from normal wound healing, resulting in prolonged inflammation, scarring, and fibrosis, present a major clinical challenge (37) . These complications are associated with expression of myofibroblast markers, increased contractility, and disturbed ECM remodeling, which are mediated by TGF-b signaling (3, 5, 9, 38) . For a wound to heal properly, the right balance of fibroblast and myofibroblast phenotype must be maintained, but strategies to efficiently control this balance are currently lacking (8) . Here, we discovered that the ability of cells to generate contractile forces is the key parameter that controls the transient appearance of a myofibroblast-like phenotype and, promoted by a proper ECM architecture and composition, its reversal back into quiescent fibroblasts. The steepness of the gradients in ECM architecture and composition depends on, and can be controlled by, the macroscopic geometry of a wound or scaffold (19, 33) . Although our model system lacks the provisional fibrin matrix that fills the wound space and gets remodeled or resorbed in a physiological scenario, the principles we discovered still apply: Contraction of a wound requires healthy surrounding tissue to balance the contractile force. In addition to using scaffolds as guiding structures for ECM organization during tissue regeneration (39) , the dynamic feedback process between cells and matrix acting during the growth process must be taken into account to induce proper healing. The same principles apply during embryogenesis, where geometry-dependent patterns of tensile forces are increasingly recognized as cues for controlling cell fate and tissue structure (40) . Our findings thus have significant implications for understanding and controlling biological processes of growth and regeneration in the context of wound healing, tissue engineering, development, and stem cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Substrate fabrication
Master fabrication Master structures of tissue growth substrates were made using microscope projection lithography (41) , summarized in fig. S5 . This method allows for fast and easy fabrication of thick master structures at a fraction of the cost of standard photolithography and without the need for clean room equipment. With careful tuning of the exposure parameters, resolutions down to few micrometers can be achieved, which is sufficient for the large-scale features used in this study. We used a variation of the method described by Kim et al. (42) . A layer of polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEG-DA; molecular weight, 700; SigmaAldrich) mixed with a photocrosslinker (Irgacure 2959, BASF) at 2% (w/v) was sandwiched between a microscopy glass slide that had been activated with 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (SigmaAldrich) and a coverglass (#1, 24 mm × 60 mm) passivated using fluorosilane [trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane, SigmaAldrich] in vapor phase. Two standard coverslips (#1, 22 mm × 22 mm) were used as spacers, leading to a feature thickness of about 340 mm. First, a frame was polymerized around the feature area by covering it with a piece of opaque tape and exposing it to the light of an ultraviolet (UV) lamp (365 nm). Subsequently, the tape was removed, and the master was mounted on an inverted fluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200m, Zeiss) with the coverslip facing the objective, and a rectangular mask (2 mm × 2 mm) was inserted into the field stop slider of the fluorescence pathway. Using the automated shutter and motorized XY stage of the microscope, a regular array of rectangular features was polymerized by illuminating the master with the DAPI channel of the microscope through a 5× objective (numerical aperture, 0.12) using an exposure time of 500 ms. After exposure, the top coverslip was carefully removed, and the remaining prepolymer was washed off using acetone. 5 . The myofibroblast-to-fibroblast transition illustrating how the highly tensed growth front rich in myofibroblasts drives tissue growth and how myofibroblasts revert to quiescent fibroblasts as the tissue matures. As the tissue grows tensed by cell contractility, and new cells and ECM are added at the growth front in a layer-by-layer process, a gradient emerges from the growth surface toward the tissue interior. The arrow of tissue maturation denotes the emerging gradients in tissue properties over space and time from the surface to the core. In the growth front, cells proliferate, are well spread and elongated, and deposit and stretch an early, 2D FN-rich ECM, whereas within the tissue interior, cells are more isotropic and embedded into a 3D Col-I-rich ECM. This gradient in ECM properties correlates with a gradient in cell phenotype, from activated myofibroblasts in the growth front toward a quiescent fibroblast phenotype that maintains tissue homeostasis in the interior.
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Microfabrication of PDMS scaffolds
To create PDMS replicas, the master with the negative features was first passivated using fluorosilane in vapor phase. A positive stamp was made, passivated, and used as a master for another negative structure in PDMS. This secondary negative master was then passivated and used to print the final scaffold grids. For making the scaffolds, PDMS was mixed in the standard ratio of 10:1 and poured over the negative PDMS master, slightly overfilling the structure to fill all gaps, and degassed at 50 bar for 30 min to remove trapped air bubbles. After precuring for 6 min at 80°C, the excess PDMS was skimmed with a glass slide, and the remaining PDMS was cured for another 2 hours at 80°C. This proved to be the most reliable method to generate open PDMS grids without residual membranes. After removal from the master, the substrates were stored in ethanol.
Functionalization and passivation of the PDMS scaffolds
To prepare the scaffolds for tissue growth experiments (as summarized in fig. S5 ), they were first cleaned and sterilized in 70% ethanol in an ultrasonic bath for 20 min. Subsequently, FN was covalently attached to the surfaces of the scaffold using a heterobifunctional cross-linker (Sulfo-SANPAH, 1 mg/ml, Thermo Fisher Scientific), as described previously (43) . The procedure was carried out for each side separately to ensure homogeneous functionalization. Using optical glue NOA-61 (Norland Optical Adhesive 61, Norland) and small PDMS spacers, the functionalized substrates were then attached to an ibidi-treated glassbottom dish (m-Dish, 35 mm, ibidi) that had previously been passivated using PLL (poly-L-lysine)-g-PEG (0.1 mg/ml, SuSoS). This construction restricted cell growth to the scaffold while allowing for imaging through the bottom coverglass. After assembly, the culture system was incubated with medium at 37°C for at least 1 hour before seeding cells to equilibrate the surface and allow air bubbles to escape from the pores.
Microtissue growth experiments
Cell culture Primary NHDFs (passage numbers 3 to 6, Lonza) were maintained in a-minimum essential medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. For experiments, cells were trypsinized and seeded at a density of 2 × 10 5 cells per substrate. The medium for experiments was additionally supplemented with ascorbic acid (50 mg/ml) to stimulate collagen assembly, unless indicated otherwise. To down-or up-regulate cell contractility, we supplemented the medium with blebbistatin (10 mM, Sigma-Aldrich) or human recombinant TGF-b1 (1 ng/ml, Invitrogen), respectively. After seeding, medium was exchanged every 2 to 3 days during the entire experiment. All cultured cells in the laboratory were routinely checked for mycoplasma infection.
Fixation and immunofluorescence
After the end of the experiment, the scaffolds were fixed in 3% paraformaldehyde (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 15 min and permeabilized in 1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) for 20 min. The actin cytoskeleton and cell nuclei were stained with Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin (1:1000, A12379, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and DAPI (2 mg/ml, D1306, Invitrogen), respectively. Col-I primary antibody (ab90395, Abcam plc) was added to the medium at a dilution of 1:200 30 min before fixation to facilitate ECM staining, as described previously (44) After washing with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), primary and secondary antibodies were applied for 30 min each except for Col-I primary antibody, as mentioned above. Fabrication of the FN-FRET probe FN was isolated from human plasma, FRET-labeled, and characterized according to previously published protocols (24) . In short, FN-DA was double-labeled with Alexa Fluor 546 C-5 maleimide (A10258, Thermo Fisher Scientific) as acceptor on free cysteines, and with Alexa Fluor 488 succinimidyl ester (A20100, Thermo Fisher Scientific) as donor on lysines, and stored in PBS (0.5 mg/ml) at −80°C. The labeling ratio was determined by UV absorption measurements as 3.9 acceptors and 8.8 donors per molecule, respectively. The FN-FRET probe was calibrated as reported previously (24, 25) by measuring the FRET intensity ratios upon denaturation by different concentrations of GdnHCl in solution. For FN-FRET experiments, FN-DA was mixed with unlabeled FN at a ratio of 1:9 to prevent intermolecular energy transfer and added to the culture medium at the specified time point at a concentration of 50 mg/ml. Proliferation assay EdU (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added to the cell medium of growing tissues at 10 mM at day 18, where it was incorporated into newly synthesized DNA during the G 1 /S phase of the cell cycle. Cells were fixed after 16 hours, stained for EdU with Alexa Fluor 647 azide (A10277, Thermo Fisher Scientific), and counterstained for chromatin using Hoechst 33342 (H3570, Thermo Fisher Scientific) (Fig. 3A) . The number of EdU-positive cells relative to the total number of cells then yielded a readout for the probability of cells to be in the G 1 /S phase during the incubation period.
Microscopy and image analysis
Confocal microscopy Tissues were imaged on an Olympus FV1000 confocal laser scanning microscope for FN-FRET using a 10× objective. FRET donor excitation was at 488 nm, and detection windows were at 514 to 526 nm (donor) and 566 to 578 nm (acceptor), with a 50/50 beam splitter dividing the emitted light between the two detectors. All settings (photomultiplier tube voltage, pixel dwell time, and laser power) were kept constant across all FRET experiments. EdU and other stainings were imaged on a Leica TCS SMD confocal laser scanning microscope using a 20× air or a 63× waterimmersion objective. Fluorophores were excited with 405-, 488-, 546-, and 633-nm laser lines, with detection windows set according to the emission band of the labels. Confocal stacks for the different channels were acquired in sequential mode to minimize cross-talk between the different acquisition channels. Only scaffold corners where tissue had formed were included in the analysis. Detection of tissue boundaries and 3D age-distance map All image and data analyses were carried out using custom-written MATLAB scripts (MATLAB R2016a, MathWorks) on a Xeon E5-2697 v2 machine with 12 cores at 2.7 GHz and 64 GB RAM (random-access memory). Confocal image stacks were converted from vendor-specific formats into MATLAB arrays using the OME Bio-Formats library (45) . Tissue orientation was determined automatically from the intensity distribution, and stacks were rotated around the z axis such that the scaffold was always in the top left corner. Constant background was removed by finding the first maximum of the intensity histogram, subtracting this value from all voxels, and setting negative intensities to zero. The original image slices were then downscaled in the xy plane to obtain isotropic 3D resolution. Scaffold boundaries were detected by summing up the downscaled stack in z direction, applying a Gaussian filter (size = 7, s = 3) to the result, and finding the tissue boundaries on the top and left from the projected intensities, defined as the point were 20% of the maximum intensity is reached. To detect the tissue surface, the normalized cumulative sum of the stack in the z direction was Gaussian-filtered (size = 11, s = 5), converted to a mask using a fixed threshold of 0.12, and combined with the previously detected scaffold walls. Any remaining holes inside the tissue volume were removed by morphological closing. To obtain the age-distance map, the 3D Euclidean distance map of the tissue mask from the tissue surface was calculated, thus assigning a "tissue depth" with respect to the growth front to each location inside the tissue. This distance map was then divided into bins with a spacing corresponding to the z step size. Finally, the scaffold and tissue masks, as well as the distance map, were rescaled to the original image resolution and saved for later use. Because differences in tissue volume are difficult to assess if the tissue is larger than the field of view, we estimated tissue size by measuring the tissue radius, that is, the distance between the corner of the scaffold and the growth front, at a constant z depth of 40 mm for all image stacks. Determination of FN-FRET ratios in microtissues FRET experiments were conducted and analyzed by adapting previously published protocols (24, 32) for our 3D microtissues. In brief, donor and acceptor stacks were corrected for detector dark current, sensitivity, and donor bleed-through into the acceptor channel as previously described (32) before calculating the FRET intensity ratio (I A /I D ). In addition, we determined the chromatic aberration-induced offset of both channels in the z direction by incorporating 100-nm TetraSpeck beads (T7279, Thermo Fisher Scientific) into unstained tissues before fixation. After applying a corresponding subpixel shift to the donor stack to align both channels, the "control" FRET ratio for TetraSpeck beads remained constant throughout the tissue volume. This offset correction was only performed for FRET measurements, because the other experiments did not involve pixel-wise intensity ratios and were therefore not sensitive to subpixel offsets. Three-dimensional distance maps of the tissue from the surface and from the wall were determined automatically as described above, and resulting FRET values were correlated to distance and tissue age on a per-voxel basis.
a-SMA expression
To determine the relative amount of a-SMA expression in different locations and between conditions, tissues were fixed and stained against a-SMA and F-actin, and confocal Z stacks of both channels were recorded. Image stacks were background-corrected, and individual slices were low-pass-filtered by convolution with a Gaussian (size = 5, s = 1) to reduce high-frequency noise. The actin channel was automatically thresholded using Otsu's algorithm on individual normalized slices. Three-dimensional distance maps of the tissue from the surface and from the wall were determined automatically as described above. The binarized actin image was applied to the a-SMA stack channel as a mask to discriminate signal (colocalized with F-actin fibers) and background. Any a-SMA signal not colocalized with F-actin fibers was treated as background, because a-SMA is expected to localize at actin stress fibers rather than in the cytoplasm. The expression of a-SMA was quantified as the actin-colocalized a-SMA signal density (signal per actin volume) divided by the background a-SMA signal density (signal per background volume) to avoid effects of cell density and actin signal strength. The results were plotted as a function of distance to the surface.
YAP nuclear translocation
To quantify the nuclear localization of YAP, tissues were fixed and stained against YAP using an antibody and against nuclei using DAPI.
Image stacks were background-corrected, and individual slices were low-pass-filtered by convolution with a Gaussian (size = 5, s = 1) to reduce high-frequency noise. To obtain a mask of the nuclei, the DAPI signal was separated from the background by automated thresholding using Otsu's algorithm on each individual slice. The same thresholding method was applied to the images of YAP-stained tissue to obtain a mask of the cells, because YAP is located both in the nucleus and in the cytoplasm. Three-dimensional distance maps of the tissue from the surface and from the wall were determined automatically as described above. Each voxel in the YAP channel was categorized as nuclear, cytoplasmic, or background depending on whether it matched both masks (nuclei and cells), only the cell mask, or neither of the two. To quantify the nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio, the YAP signal densities were divided by each other for each distance bin.
EdU imaging
To map cell proliferation as a function of location and tissue age, EdU was incorporated, and nuclei were stained for proliferating cells (EdU positive) and counterstained using Hoechst (all cells). Confocal image stacks were background-corrected, and individual slices were low-passfiltered by convolution with a Gaussian (size = 5, s = 1) to reduce highfrequency noise. To obtain a mask of the nuclei, both channels were individually separated from the background by automated thresholding using Otsu's algorithm on each individual slice. Three-dimensional distance maps of the tissue from the surface and from the wall were determined automatically as described above, but using slightly larger Gaussian kernels to account for the more localized intensity distribution, because only nuclei were labeled in this case. To quantify the percentage of proliferating cells, the total volume of all EdUpositive nuclei was divided by the total volume of all nuclei for each distance bin.
Statistical analysis All parameters were tested for differences between the three conditions using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and corrected for multiple testing using Bonferroni correction. For the data in Fig. 2F , nonparametric ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis) was used. Each reported assay includes data from 8 different tissues (9 in the case of FRET) per condition, as stated in the figure legends, from at least two different independent tissue growth experiments for each condition and assay, amounting to a total of 99 tissues analyzed. In the figures, significance levels for differences between groups are indicated as *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001. All data analysis was carried out using fully automated scripts to prevent investigator bias.
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